Watch a
How To video here!
bit.ly/ShoestringBlueprint
(includes
Closed Captions)
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YOU NEED THE FOLLOWING:
A bucket of
water

Objects or
images for a
collage

Blueprint
paper/fabric

A sunny
day!

Lay the found objects on the
paper.

Rinse the paper in the
bucket of water until there
is no yellow left.
Lift the paper out
of water & let it dry.

Congratulations!
You've made your
very own blueprint!
EXTENDING
THE ACTIVITY...

Leave the collage in
the sun for between
10 and 20 minutes.
Bring the collage inside & tip
off the found objects.

Why not try:
Print a photo negative
to put on top?
Draw a picture on
OHP sheets?
Using it in a pinhole
camera?
(your ideas here...)

@DRKIRSTYROSS
OUTREACH OFFICER FOR
OPTIMA CDT

CAUTION

Make sure you wear gloves when rinsing your
prints (washing up gloves are fine!)! Leave
water in sun until it turns blue then dispose
down the toilet.

THE SCIENCE

White light also contains UV or ultraviolet
light. This is the same wavelength of light
that can burn your skin (so wear sunscreen!)
The chemicals on the paper react together
under UV light to create a new chemical
(Prussian blue) which sticks to the paper/
fabric. When the print is washed, any
chemicals in areas that were in shadow are
washed away, revealing the white paper/
fabric instead.

THE APPLICATIONS

Light & chemicals are used to label parts of
the body that are sick, like cancer cells, so
they can be either removed or targeted by
drugs, reducing side effects of medicines.

Contact optima.cdt@gmail.com if you could like FREE physical copies of these resources.

Reference: Royal Society of Chemistry "Making & using blueprint paper". For more resources, I highly recommend edu.rsc.org/resources
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